Modular Plants

Modular Jaw Crusher

Introduction

(Range: 2540 - 3042 - 3055 - 3648)
The benefits of a Modular Plant are:

Osborn’s Modular Plant for crushing and screening enables complete
plants to be loaded into standard open top containers to send easily
around the world. Enough space is available within the container for
start-up spare parts.
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All that would be required for erection on site would be a mobile crane.
Variations for Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Modular Plants are
available along with variations on our Modular Screening Plant.
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establishment and craneage.

The Modular ‘KIT’ comes complete with all fasteners and relevant
service manuals and all equipment is supported by Osborn’s
24/7/365 service. Spares are readily available from Osborn’s head
office stores at Elandsfontein, Gauteng, South Africa.
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on the crusher.
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to receive 3 m3 from an excavator.
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either a twin shaft design or twin out-of-balance motors.
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site relocation.
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by the excavator. Dependant upon the type of feed equipment, the
design incorporates different size feed hoppers and size variation
on the Vibrating Grizzly Feeders.
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with access doors.
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remove material allows easy maintenance.
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to service all critical areas. Observation platform included. Motor
guards and pulleys included.

NOTE:
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containerised.

Excavator Feed Version

Containerised Jaw Modular
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Modular Cone Crusher
(Range: 36D - 38SBS - 44SBS - 52SBS - 57SBS)
The general specifications for this modular plant are:

Optional Equipment:

 Osborn Cone Crusher (Selected by duty)

 Cylindrical surge hopper (collapsible)
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 Pan Feeder – variable speed for better feed control into the

pads to minimise cyclic exciting forces to the rest of the
structure

crusher
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motor guards and pulleys.

Cone Crusher without surge bin and Conveyor

replacement in the crusher
 Sacrificial conveyor below crusher to remove material
 Crusher anti-spin device is advised if surge bin is not fitted

NOTE:
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Cone Crusher with conveyor without surge bin

Containerised Cone Crusher

Cone Crusher with surge bin and Conveyor
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Modular Screen
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Screen Modular with conveyors

Osborn’s Mobile Screening Plant compliments the Primary Jaw Crusher Modular and the Secondary/Tertiary Cone Crusher Modular Plants.
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Optional Equipment:

into standard shipping containers and made up of:
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sections and is used to remove undersize material from the
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Screen Modular with chute rolled away for service
Note:
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Structures shipped in containers.

Screen Modular with roll out chute

Containerised Screen Modular
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Head Office:
57 Jansen Road, Elandsfontein
PO Box 8182
Elandsfontein, 1406
Johannesburg
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 820 7600
Fax: +27 11 388 1136
Call Centre: 0861 OSBORN
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any purpose other than personal use. Therefore, reproduction, modification, storage in a retrieval system or retransmission, in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical or otherwise, for reasons other than personal use, is strictly prohibited without prior written permission.

Companies of the Astec Aggregate and Mining Group

www.osborn.co.za

www.telsmith.com
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